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CEDAR RAPIDS, IA – January 13, 2014 – The qMetrix Group introduces an expansion of their healthcare products with
the addition of a unique feature — immediate compliance scoring of patient care data. qMetrix for Healthcare (QMHC)
has been designed with the goal of quality improvement in patient care and US government regulation compliance.
QMHC uses electronic health record (EHR) data, consolidates these elements with manually collected information, and
provides performance and trending reports. This expansion significantly increases the sophistication of the solution by
evaluating the data provided against the US government requirements.
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The solution reduces the work required of quality improvement managers by using existing EHR data. Real-time
compliance reports allow staff to easily address areas of concern and make corrections. Hospital executives will no
longer wait months to review compliance ratings and initiatives to improve quality can be implemented in a much more
timely fashion.
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“The extensive time and effort qMetrix has put into this expansion process will provide our customers with a level of
transparency they have yet to experience,” comments Robin Mangold, principal of the qMetrix Group. “This real-time
compliance visibility will make more relevant quality improvement initiatives possible. We are excited about the impact
our expansion will have on patient outcomes.”
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qMetrix for Healthcare is a single application used to electronically gather EHR patient data for CMS core measures,
monitor patient care/CMS compliance, and provide decision support. qMetrix gives hospital staff concurrent patient
dashboards to improve patient outcomes and hospital quality ratings. All patient data is immediately scored based on
CMS requirements. There is no need to wait months to review compliance scores and staff can use this data to make
and timely changes to patient care.
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Features of the solution:
•
qMetrix for Healthcare system monitors CMS core measures. Inpatient and outpatient measure sets are
supported with more than 270 data elements.
•
System accepts data from EHRs—either pulled or pushed--as well as manual data input
•
System scores data and monitors in real-time with charts and graphs
•
System can be linked to CMS vendor of choice
•
Enables successful Value Based Purchasing (VBP)
•
System real-time reports available on demand with capability for both drill-down and trending
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The qMetrix Group expects a high standard of excellence in all our products. Our sophisticated scoring methodology
has been designed to support the CMS inpatient and outpatient quality measure specifications. Great care has gone
into confirming the immediate feedback our customers receive on their compliance scores is accurate. All scoring
results have been validated against the CMS reporting solution.
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About qMetrix Group
The qMetrix Group focuses on developing innovative software solutions for quality improvement. The group develops
systems to gather and report quality metrics through electronic integration or customized apps using wireless devices
such as tablets and smartphones. qMetrix then provides secure, customized, web-based reports to better improve the
real-time performance for any organization seeking to improve quality and efficiency. qMetrix supports applications for
Healthcare, Hospitality and Transportation. For more information please visit www.qmetrixgroup.com or contact:
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qMetrix Group
Robin Mangold
319-393-3230
rmangold@qmetrixgroup.com
www.qmetrixgroup.com
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